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Local Author Meet & Greet 
Saturday, June 1, 3:00 PM

Mysterious Galaxy invites you to join us as we host a special 
event for the local authors of our San Diego and Southern 
California community. Mysterious Galaxy San Diego will 
celebrate local authors with a “meet and greet” mixer. As a 
local independent bookstore, it is a priority to support our 
writing community. The meet and greet will be an informal 
opportunity for you to meet the literary talent in our 
community, as well as enjoy a fun afternoon featuring snacks 
and beverages of all varieties. Please join us.

MGSD Book Discussion – Redshirts
Wednesday, June 5, 7:00 PM

The June 5th discussion focuses on John Scalzi’s SF satire, 
Redshirts. Participation is open to all readers; readers need not 
have completed a particular book to attend – it’s the perfect 
opportunity for readers to branch out and find new favorites 
(and attendees receive 20% off the current group selection!)

Richelle Mead
Signs Gameboard of the Gods
Thursday, June 6, 7:00 PM

Remember when Richelle Mead was an urban 
fantasy novelist for adults (Georgina Kincaid Series), 
before she had her first young adult work? Mysterious Galaxy 

does. Now Richelle, probably best known 
for her best-selling Vampire Academy and 
Bloodlines series, launches the Age of X 
series with Gameboard of the Gods. This 
paranormal near-future series is sure to 
please all of Richelle’s fans.

This is a numbered event – numbers for 
the signing line are free with the 
purchase of Gameboard of the Gods 
from Mysterious Galaxy. 

Craig Johnson
Signs A Serpent’s Tooth
Friday, June 7, 7:00 PM

Whether you’re a long-time reader of the award-winning 
author’s series, or just discovered 
Absaroka County Sheriff Walt Longmire 
via the A&E television series, please join 
us when Craig Johnson comes to town. A 
Serpent’s Tooth involves Walt in a case 
involving a local Morman community, 
Big Oil, and the CIA. The second season 
of the show kicks off on Memorial Day, 
Monday, May 27. And check out 
“Messenger,” an electronic Longmire 
short story via our website.

Kris Neri
Writing Workshop on Memorable Characters
Monday, June 10, 7:00 PM

Independent Arizona bookseller, writing teacher, and author 
Kris Neri returns to Southern California, via Route 66 (sorta). 
Mystery writer and amateur sleuth Tracy Eaton and her dad, 
eccentric Hollywood actor Alec Grainger, are on a family trip 
on the iconic trail across the American west in Revenge on 
Route 66. Kris, who teaches writing online for the Writers’ 
Program of the UCLA Extension School, will offer a 
workshop on creating memorable characters.

Jason Matthews
Signs Red Sparrow
Tuesday, June 11, 7:00 PM

Retired CIA officer Jason Matthews is a thirty-three-year 
veteran who has served in numerous 
“denied area” countries. This experience 
informs his debut novel, Red Sparrow, 
which has been hailed as a return to the 
classic spy novel. Dominika, the Red 
Sparrow of the title, is a fledgling 
Russian spy, who is recruited by young 
and ambitious CIA officer Nate… or is 
she? As the pair become romantically 
entangled, can they trust their own 
emotions, or each other’s motives?

Linda Joffee Hull and Terri Nolan
Sign Eternally 21 and Burden of Truth
Wednesday, June 12, 7:00 PM

It’s an evening of mysterious women, shopping gurus, and 
investigative journalism when we host Linda Joffee Hull and Terri 
Nolan, both published by specialty press Midnight Ink. Maddie 
Michaels is an über-bargain hunter who turns amateur sleuth when 
she is suspected of murder in a Colorado shopping mall in Linda’s 
Eternally 21: A Mrs. Frugalicious Shopping Mystery. And Burden 
of Truth sets Los Angeles reporter Elizabeth “Birdie” Keane on an 
investigative path of her own following the following the death of 
her police officer sweetheart.

S.M. Wheeler
Launch Party for Sea Change
Friday, June 14, 7:00 PM

San Diego is fortunate to have been 
home to any number of speculative 
fiction authors, some of whom still reside 
here, and we are pleased to add UCSD 
undergraduate and debut author S.M. 
Wheeler to those ranks. Sea Change is a 
dark fairy tale for adults, chronicling the 

undertakings of a young woman endeavoring to rescue her 
beloved companion, a talking kraken. (See Maryelizabeth’s 
review on our website.)

Lisa Brackmann
Signs Hour of the Rat 
Saturday, June 22, 2:00 PM

Maryelizabeth is a particular fan of the 
works of LA Noir at the Bar femme 
fatale author Lisa Brackmann, and was 
pleased to include Lisa in Akashic’s San 
Diego Noir anthology. Iraq War vet Ellie 
McEnroe, introduced in Rock Paper 
Tiger, returns in Hour of the Rat, as she 
is entangled in an international conspiracy involving China’s 
burgeoning modernization and its terrifying possible 
environmental consequences. Lisa will discuss international 
intrigue with Richard Lange.

Richard Lange
Signs Angel Baby
Saturday, June 22, 2:00 PM

Richard Lange joins Lisa Brackmann to discuss international 
intrigue and his new novel, Angel Baby. Richard is the 
author of the well-received This Wicked World, a staff pick 
from a few years ago, He drew praise from Publishers 
Weekly for his sophomore novel: “Lange’s follow-up marks 
him as a crime novelist to watch.” Take a wild ride with Luz, 
as she strives to escape her life with a narco boss in Tijuana 
and rejoin family in Los Angeles in this work sure to appeal 
to fans of T. Jefferson Parker and Don Winslow.

Jim Steinmeyer and Royce Prouty
Signing Who Was Dracula? and Stoker’s Manuscript
Sunday, June 23, 2:00 PM

Here’s what Dacre Stoker, who knows whereof he writes, wrote 
for Publishers Weekly about Royce Prouty’s novel, Stoker’s 
Manuscript: “Prouty’s debut, a riveting novel of supernatural 
suspense, deftly mixes fact and fiction involving the manuscript 
of Bram Stoker’s great vampire novel, Dracula (1897). In 
present-day Chicago, rare book dealer Joseph Barkeley receives 
a phone call from a gentleman with an Eastern European accent 
who wants him to authenticate Stoker’s original Dracula 
manuscript, which is due to be sold at auction by Christie’s... 
During his research, Barkeley learns the circumstances of 
Dracula’s publication were not without controversy. Stoker 
planned to publish a prologue and epilogue with Dracula, but 
for some reason did not. The content of Stoker’s missing text 
remains unknown. The many parallels between Stoker’s 
Manuscript and Dracula range from subtle to overt.”

Sharing more information on the fact side of the origin of 
Stoker’s tale, Jim Steinmeyer offers Who Was Dracula?: Bram 
Stoker’s Trail of Blood, examining the authors and actors who 
influenced the writer as he was creating his novel, including 
Walt Whitman, Oscar Wilde, and (maybe) Jack the Ripper. 

MGSD Book Discussion – The Graveyard Book
Tuesday, June 25, 7:00 PM

Our book group on June 25th discusses Neil Gaiman’s novel for 
all ages, The Graveyard Book. Participation is open to all 
readers; Branch out and enjoy 20% off the current group 
selection ... all at the same time!

James Rollins
Signs The Eye of God: A SIGMA Force Novel
Wednesday, June 26, 7:00 PM

Who could fail to be intrigued by the publisher’s description? 
“In The Eye Of God James Rollins combines high concept 
scientific theories — think string theory 
— with fascinating historical and 
religious facts (Did you know that 1 out 
of 200 men in the world are related 
genetically to Genghis Khan? And that 
rises to 1 out of 10 in Mongolia!), to 
redefine reality as we know it in this fast-
paced thriller that informs just as much 
as it entertains. The Eye Of God proves 
that Jim is the most provocative and 
prescient thriller writer writing today.”

John Vorhaus
Signs The Texas Twist
Friday, June 28, 7:00 PM

The Texas Twist, the third adventure of con man Radar 
Hoverlander, is billed as, “The book that answers the 
question, “What happens when a con man gets conned?” The 
grifter travels to Austin, Texas, to assist a neighbor who’s 
being conned by someone offering a miracle cure for her 
son’s fatal illness … or is her plea for help a trap for Radar 
and his cohorts? In addition to the three crime novels, John 
has also penned several books on writing, and has written 
about the art and craft of playing poker.

Tales for Teens Book Discussion
W.A.R.P. : The Reluctant Assassin
Saturday, June 29, noon

Become part of the Witness Anonymous Relocation Program! 
Please join us for an exciting event at Rob leads us in an 
exploration of Eoin Colfer’s rousing The Reluctant Assassin, a 
middle-grade and up science fiction adventure about a young 
man from Victorian London transported to the future. There 
will be exciting activities and games for all and 20% off The 
Reluctant Assassin! 

Kate Elliott
Signs Cold Steel (with Clarion 
Instructor Andy Duncan)
Saturday, June 29, 2:00 PM

Our fantastic Saturday afternoon with SF 
novelist Kate Elliott and Clarion 
Instructor and author Andy Duncan 
promises to be fun and instructive. In a 
starred review of Cold Steel, Publishers 
Weekly raves, “Elliott wraps up her 
marvelous Spiritwalker trilogy (Cold Magic; Cold Fire) with 
triple helpings of revolution, romance, and adventure on an 
alternate Earth where elemental fire and cold mages vie for 
power, and revolution is in the air.” 

Multiple-award-winning Duncan, a “fiction writer, teacher and 
journalist, mostly in that order,” kicks off our summer series 
of events with the instructors of the 2013 Clarion Science 
Fiction & Fantasy Writers’ Workshop.

Looking Ahead into July:
Nalo Hopkinson – July 3; Robert Crais – July 10; Lisa Lutz – 
July 12; Cory Doctorow – July 16, Comic-Con International – 
July 17 – 21; Before Watchmen event – July 22; Karen Joy 
Fowler – July 24; Kelly Link – July 24; Jason M. Hough – 
July 30; Kevin Hearne – July 30 … and more great summer 
reading and events!
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Have you heard about our 
Fantastic Firsts Book Club?

You can now choose from six book clubs 
and receive a first edition of a title we 

think you will love every month. Check 
out all of our book clubs on our website 
(at the top of the Book Buzz menu) and 
then call the San Diego store to sign up!
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